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Following on from the success of Emma J Shipley’s Animalia collection of furnishing fabrics 
and wallpapers, we have created a range of fantastical upholstered furniture, featuring 

designs taken from Shipley’s imaginative pencil drawings.
 

The furniture range includes wooden frame chairs, armchairs and occasional chairs in a 
range of the most popular fabrics from the Animalia collection; including the Audubon, 

Kruger and Tigris designs.
 

Emma describes the collection as, “Taking the viewer on an enchanting journey,
 discovering new species and curious beasts in a maximalist jungle environment. 

With designs taken from my original detailed pencil drawings, and inspired by trips to the
 Amazon, Africa and the Far East, I want to evoke a feeling of wonder and exploration.

 I’m so excited to be launching the furniture range”.



ANTOINETTE Audubon Jungle

Width: 66cm Depth: 55cm
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The Antoinette is a beautifully modern 
interpretation of a classic French-style dining 

chair, with a carved wooden frame painted in 
Farrow & Ball ‘Railings’. The Audubon design 

features fantastical birds in flight, depicted in rich 
azure blues, teals and turquoise on cotton satin.

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs.          
Each piece is handmade in the UK.



ANTOINETTE Kruger Pink

Width: 66cm Depth: 55cm
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The best-selling Kruger design was inspired 
by an African safari, and features 

half-imagined giraffes, palm trees and 
unicorn zebras. In a soft pink cotton with 
wooden frame painted in Farrow & Ball 

‘Railings’, this chair will add an enchanting 
touch to any interior. 

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs.          
Each piece is handmade in the UK.



ANTOINETTE Rousseau Lime

Width: 66cm Depth: 55cm
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A truly maximalist jungle statement, the 
Rousseau design is printed onto luxurious velvet, 
in rich limes and jungle greens with highlights 

of pink and coral, teamed with a Farrow & Ball 
‘Hague Blue’ painted wooden frame. The 
illustration features winding vines, flamingo 

details, peacock feathers, colourful parrots and 
more…

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs.          
Each piece is handmade in the UK.
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ANTOINETTE Kruger Navy
An elegant navy cotton satin makes a beautiful 
and atmospheric dark option for this versatile 
chair, in the Africa-inspired Kruger design, 

with Farrow & Ball’s ‘Railings’ painted wooden 
frame. Perfect for adding exoticism and style to 

any bedroom, hall or dining room. 

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs.          
Each piece is handmade in the UK.



Width: 63cm Depth: 67cm
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LANGLEY Rousseau Blue
The Langley is a classic occasional 
chair, perfect as an accent piece 
in a bedroom, dressing room or 

sitting room. The jungle vines of the 
Rousseau design work beautifully in 
rich tonal blues with touches of pink, 

on a soft off-white ground.

NB: The pattern layout may vary between 
chairs. Each piece is made in Europe.
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LANGLEY Lemur Navy
The Lemur design features a curious 
ring-tailed creature surrounded by 
palms and foliage. In rich navy 
velvet, this chair would make a 

sophisticated yet playful statement. 

NB: The pattern layout may vary between 
chairs. Each piece is made in Europe.
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LANGLEY Amazon Red
Inspired by a trip to the Amazon 
jungle, the design features jaguar 
faces and surrealist parrots in an 
enchanting jungle scene. Printed 

onto luxurious velvet, in striking red 
and blues with highlights of pale 

pink. 

NB: The pattern layout may vary between 
chairs. Each piece is made in Europe.



Width: 81cm Depth: 84cm
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DALSTON Audubon Gold
A modern take on the classic 

wingback, this comfortable armchair 
has soft curves and a sleek, 

contemporary shape. The Audubon 
cotton satin fabric in gold makes a 
sumptuous interior statement, and 

would work beautifully as a highlight 
in a neutral interior. 

NB: The pattern layout may vary between 
chairs. Each piece is made in Europe.
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DALSTON Audubon Pink
The Audubon design comes to life in 

tonal pinks on an inky ground, 
printed onto beautiful, rich velvet. 

This luxurious and imaginative 
armchair is a statement piece sure to 

spark conversation. 

NB: The pattern layout may vary between 
chairs. Each piece is made in Europe.
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Width: 61cm Depth: 65cm

SOHO Kruger Lime
The stylish modernity of the Soho 
chair would suit a hallway, home 
office or living space. With an 
upholstered charcoal buttoned 

front, the back of the chair 
reveals the Kruger cotton satin 

in bright lime with brass studded 
trim, creating a unique accent 

piece.  

NB: The pattern layout may vary 
between chairs. Each piece is made in 

Europe.
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SOHO Tigris Flame
Not for the faint hearted, the 

Soho Tigris chair features tigers 
with peacock tails prowling on 

the reverse of the chair. Printed on 
rich velvet, the felines come to life 

in charcoal, flame orange and 
golden yellow. 

NB: The pattern layout may vary 
between chairs. Each piece is made in 

Europe.
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SOHO Extinct Pink
The soft pinks and greys of the 

Extinct cotton satin on the back of 
the chair coordinate 

beautifully with the charcoal 
buttoned front. The hand-drawn 
design features extinct creatures 
and anatomical drawings from 

the ice age.

NB: The pattern layout may vary 
between chairs. Each piece is made in 

Europe.
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